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Hunting for Hope 

On a June morning high in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, snowy peaks 
rose before me like the promise of a world without grief. A creek brimful of 
meltwater roiled along to my left, and to my right an aspen grove shimmered 
with freshly minted leaves. Bluebirds kept darting in and out of holes in the 
aspen trunks. Butterflies flickered beside every puddle, tasting the succulent 
mud. Sun glazed the new grass and licked a silver sheen along the boughs of 
pines. 

With all of that to look at, I gazed instead at my son's broad back, as he 
stalked away from me up the trail. Sweat had darkened his gray T-shirt in 
patches the color of bruises. His shoulders were stiff with anger that would 
weight his tongue and keep his face turned from me for hours. Anger also made 
him quicken his stride, gear after gear, until I could no longer keep up. I had 
forty-nine years on my legs and heart and lungs, while Jesse had only seventeen 
on his. My left foot ached from old bone breaks and my right knee creaked from 
recent surgery. Used to breathing among the low muggy hills of Indiana, I was 
gasping up here in the alpine air, a mile and a half above sea level. Jesse would 
not stop, would not even slow down unless I asked; and I was in no mood to 
ask. So I slumped against a boulder beside the trail and let him rush on ahead. 

* 

The day, our first full one in Rocky Mountain National Park, had started out 
well. I woke at first light, soothed by the roar of a river foaming along one edge 
of the campground, and I looked out from our tent to find half a dozen elk, all 
cows and calves, grazing so close by that I could see the gleam of their teeth. Just 
beyond the elk, a pair of ground squirrels loafed at the lip of their burrow, noses 
twitching. Beyond the squirrels, a ponderosa pine, backlit by sunrise, caught the 
wind in its ragged limbs. The sky was a blue slate marked only by the curving 
flight of swallows. 

Up to that point, and for several hours more, the day was equally 
unblemished. Jesse slept on while I sipped coffee and studied maps and soaked 
in the early light. We made our plans over breakfast without squabbling: walk to 
Bridal Veil Falls in the morning, raft on the Cache la Poudre River in the 
afternoon, return to camp in the evening to get ready for backpacking the next 
day up into Wild BaSIn. Tomorrow we would be heavy laden, but today we 
carried only water and snacks, and I felt buoyant as we hiked along Cow Creek 
toward the waterfall. We talked easily the whole way, joking and teasing, more 
like good friends than like father and son. Yet even as we sat at the base of the 
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falls, our shoulders touching, the mist of Bridal Veil cooling our skin, we 
remained father and son, locked in a struggle that I could only partly understand. 

For the previous year or so, no matter how long our spells of serenity, Jesse 
and I had kept falling into quarrels, like victims of malaria breaking out in fever. 
We might be talking about soccer or supper, about the car keys or the news, and 
suddenly our voices would begin to clash like swords. I had proposed this trip 
to the mountains in hopes of discovering the source of that strife. Of course I 
knew that teenage sons and their fathers always fight, yet I sensed there was a 
deeper grievance between us, beyond the usual vexations. Jesse was troubled by 
more than a desire to run his own life, and I was troubled by more than the pain 
of letting him go. I wished to track our anger to its lair, to find where it hid and 
fed and grew, and then, if I could not slay the demon, at least I could drag it into 
the light and call it by name. 

The peace between us held until we turned back from the waterfall and began 
discussing where to camp the following night. Jesse wanted to push on up to 
Thunder Lake, near 11,000 feet, and pitch our tent on snow. I wanted to stop a 
thousand feet lower and sleep on dry dirt. 

"We're not equipped for snow," I told him. 
"Sure we are. Why do you think I bought a new sleeping bag? Why did I call 

ahead to reserve snowshoes?" 
I suggested that we could hike up from a lower campsite and snowshoe to his 

heart's content. 
He loosed a snort of disgust. "I can't believe you're wimping out on me, Dad." 
"I'm just being sensible." 
"You're wimping out. I came here to see the backcountry, and all you want to 

do is poke around the foothills." 
"This isn't wild enough for you?" I waved my arms at the view. "What do 

you need, avalanches and grizzlies?" 
Just then, as we rounded a bend, an elderly couple came shuffling toward us, 

hunched over walking sticks, white hair jutting from beneath their straw hats. 
They were followed by three toddling children, each one rigged out with tiny 
backpack and canteen. Jesse and I stood aside to let them pass, returning nods to 
their cheery hellos. 

When they had trooped by, Jesse muttered, "We're in the wilds, huh, Dad? 
That's why the trail's full of grandparents and kids." Then he quickened his pace 
until the damp blond curls that dangled below his billed cap were slapping 
against his neck. 

"Is this how it's going to be?" I called after him. "You're going to spoil the trip 
because I won't agree to camp on snow?" 

He glared around at me. "You're the one who's spoiling it, you and your 
hang-ups. You always ruin everything." 
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With that, he swung his face away and lengthened his stride and rushed on 
ahead. I watched his rigid shoulders and the bruise-colored patches on the back 
of his T-shirt until he disappeared beyond a rise.(That was when I gave up on 
chasing him, slumped against a boulder, and sucked at the thin air. Butterflies 
dallied around my boots and hawks kited on the breeze, but they might have 
been blips on a screen, and the whole panorama of snowy peaks and 
shimmering aspens and shining pines might have been cut from cardboard, for 
all the feeling they stirred in me. 

* 

The rocks that give these mountains their name are ancient, nearly a third as 
old as the earth, but the Rockies themselves are new, having been lifted up only 
six or seven million years ago, and they were utterly new to me, for I had never 
seen them before except from airplanes. I had been yearning toward them since I 
was Jesse's age, had been learning about their natural and human history, the 
surge of stone and gouge of glaciers, the wandering of hunters and wolves. 
Drawn to these mountains from the rumpled quilt of fields and forests in the hill 
country of the Ohio Valley, I was primed for splendor. And yet, now that I was 
here, I felt blinkered and numb. 

What we call landscape is a stretch of earth overlaid with memory, 
expectation, and thought. Land is everything that is actually there, independent 
of us; landscape is what we allow in through the doors of perception. My own 
doors had slammed shut. My quarrel with Jesse changed nothing about the 
Rockies, but changed everything in my experience of the place. What had 
seemed glorious and vibrant to me when we set out that morning now seemed 
bleak and bare. It was as though anger had drilled a hole in the world and 
leached the color away. 

I was still simmering when I caught up with Jesse at the trail head, where he 
was leaning against our rented car, arms crossed over his chest, head sunk 
forward in a sullen pose I knew too well, eyes hidden beneath the frayed bill of 
his cap. Having to wait for me to unlock the car no doubt reminded him of 
another gripe: I had the only set of keys. Because he was too young to be covered 
by the rental insurance, I would not let him drive. He had fumed about my 
decision, interpreting it as proof that I mistrusted him, still thought of him as a 
child. That earlier scuffle had petered out with him grumbling, "Stupid, stupid. I 
knew this would happen. Why did I come out here? Why?" 

The arguments all ran together, playing over and over in my head as we 
jounced, too fast, along a rutted gravel road toward the highway. The tires 
whumped and the small engine whined up hills and down, but the silence inside 
the car was louder. We had two hours of driving to our rendezvous spot for the 
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rafting trip, and I knew that Jesse could easily clamp his jaw shut for that long, 
and longer. I glanced over at him from time to time, looking for any sign of 
detente. His eyes were glass. 

We drove. In the depths of Big Thompson Canyon, where the road swerved 
along a frothy river between sheer rockface and spindly guardrail, I could bear 
the silence no longer. "So what are my hang-ups?" I demanded. "How do I ruin 
everything ?" 

"You don't want to know," he said. 
"I want to know. What is it about me that grates on you?" 
I do not pretend to recall the exact words we hurled at one another after my 

challenge, but I remember the tone and thrust of them, and here is how they 
have stayed with me: 

"You wouldn't understand," he said. 
"Try me." 
He cut a look at me, shrugged, then stared back through the windshield. 

"You're just so out of touch." 
"With what?" 
"With my whole world. You hate everything that's fun. You hate television 

and movies and video games. You hate my music." 
"I like some of your music. I just don't like it loud." 
"You hate advertising," he said quickly, rolling now. "You hate billboards, 

lotteries, developers, logging companies, and big corporations. You hate 
snowmobiles and jet-skis. You hate malls and fashions and cars." 

"You're still on my case because I won't buy a Jeep?" I said, harking back to 
another old argument. 

"Forget Jeeps. You look at any car, and all you think is pollution, traffic, 
roadside crap. You say fastfood's poisoning our bodies and TV's poisoning our 
minds. You think the Internet is just another scam for selling stuff. You think 
business is a conspiracy to rape the earth." 

"None of that bothers you?" 
"Of course it does. But that's the world. That's where we've got to live. It's not 

going to go away just because you don't approve. What's the good of spitting on it?" 
"I don't spit on it. I grieve over it." 
He was still for a moment, then resumed quietly. "What's the good of 

grieving if you can't change anything?" 
"Who says you can't change anything?" 
"You do. Maybe not with your mouth, but with your eyes." Jesse rubbed his 

own eyes, and the words came out muffled through his cupped palms. "Your 
view of things is totally dark. It bums me out. You make me feel the planet's 
dying, and people are to blame, and nothing Can be done about it. There's no 
room for hope. Maybe you can get along without hope, but I can't. I've got a lot 
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of living still to do. I have to believe there's a way we can get out of this mess. 
Otherwise, what's the point? Why study, why work, why do anything if it's all 
going to hell?" 

That sounded unfair to me, a caricature of my views, and I thought of many 
sharp replies; yet there was too much truth and too much hurt in what he said 
for me to fire back an answer. Had I really deprived my son of hope? Was this 
the deeper grievance, the source of our strife-that I had passed on to him, so 
young, my anguish over the world? Was this what lurked between us, driving 
us apart, the demon called despair? 

"You're right," I finally told him. "Life's meaningless without hope. But I 
think you're wrong to say I've given Up." 

lilt seems that way to me. As if you think we're doomed." 
"No, buddy, I don't think we're doomed. It's just that nearly everything I care 

about is under assault." 
liSee, that's what I mean. You're so worried about the fate of the earth, you 

can't enjoy anything. We come to these mountains, and you bring the shadows 
with you. You've got me seeing nothing but darkness." 

Stunned by the force of his words, I could not speak. If my gloom cast a 
shadow over the creation for my son, then I had failed him. What remedy could 
there be for such a betrayal? 

Through all the shouting and then talking and then painful hush, our car 
hugged the swerving road, yet I cannot remember steering. I cannot remember 
even seeing the stony canyon, the white mane of the Big Thompson whipping 
along beside us, the oncoming traffic. Somehow we survived our sashay with the 
river and cruised into a zone of burger joints and car-care emporiums and trinket 
shops. I realized how often, how relentlessly I had groused about just this sort of 
commercial dreck, and how futile my complaints must have seemed to Jesse. 

He was caught between a chorus of voices telling him that the universe was 
made for us, that the earth is an inexhaustible warehouse, that consumption is 
the goal of life, that money is the road to delight-and the stubborn voice of his 
father saying none of this is so. If his father was right, then most of what humans 
babble every day-in ads and editorials, in sitcoms and song lyrics, in thrillers 
and market reports and teenage gab-is a monstrous lie. Far more likely that his 
father was wrong, deluded, perhaps even mad. 

* 

We observed an unofficial truce for the rest of the way to the gas station north 
of Fort Collins, where we met the rafting crew at noon. There had been record 
rain and snowfall in the Rockies for the previous three months, so every brook 
and river tumbling down from the mountains was frenzied and fast. When local 
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people heard that we meant to raft the Cache la Poudre in this rough season, 
they frowned, advised against it, recounting stories of broken legs, crushed 
skulls, deaths. Seeing that we were determined to go, they urged us to sign up 
for the shorter trip that joined the river below the canyon, where the water 
spread out and calmed down. But Jesse had his heart set on taking the wildest 
ride available, so we had signed up for the twelve-mile trip through the boulder
strewn canyon. 

I was relieved to see a crowd of twenty or so, including scrawny kids and 
rotund parents, waiting at the rendezvous point. If the outfitters were willing to 
haul such passengers, how risky could the journey be? The sky-blue rafts, 
stacked on trailers behind yellow vans, looked indestructible. The guides 
seemed edgy, however, as they told us what to do if we were flung into the 
river, how to survive a tumble over rocks, how to get out from under a flipped 
raft, how to drag a flailing comrade back on board. 

Jesse stood off by himself and listened to these dire instructions with a sober 
face. I could see him preparing, gaze focused inward, lips tight, the way he 
would concentrate before taking his place in goal at a soccer game. 

When the time came for us to board the vans, he and I turned out to be the 
only customers for the canyon run; all the others, the reedy kids and puffing 
parents, were going on the tamer trip. Our raft would be filled out by three 
sinewy young men, students at Colorado State, who were being paid to risk 
their necks: a guide with a year's experience and two trainees. 

The water in Poudre Canyon looked murderous, all spume and standing 
waves and suckholes and rips. Every cascade, every low bridge, every jumble of 
boulders reminded the guides of some disaster, which they rehearsed with 
gusto. It was part of their job to crank up the thrill, I knew that; but I also knew 
from talking with friends that most of the tales were true. 

At the launching spot, Jesse and I wriggled into our black wetsuits, cinched 
tight the orange flotation-vests, buckled on white helmets. The sight of my son in 
that armor sent a blade of anxiety through me again. What if he got hurt? Lord 
God, what if he were killed? 

"Hey, Dad," Jesse called, hoisting a paddle in his fist, "you remember how to 
use one of th~se?" 

"Seems like I remember teaching you," I called back. 
He flashed me a grin, the first sign of communion since we had sat with 

shoulders touching in the mist of Bridal Veil Falls. That one look restored me to 
my senses, and I felt suddenly the dazzle of sunlight, heard the river's rumble 
and the fluting of birds, smelled pine sap and wet stone. 

One of the trainees, a lithe wisecracker named Harry, would guide our run. 
"If it gets quiet in back," he announced, "that means I've fallen in and somebody 
else better take over." 
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We clambered into the raft-Jesse and I up front, the veteran guide and the 
other trainee in the middle, Harry in the stern. Each of us hooked one foot under 
a loop sewn into the rubbery floor, jammed the other foot under a thwart. Before 
we hit the first rapids, Harry made us practice synchronizing our strokes, as he 
hollered "Back paddle! Forward paddle! Stop! Left turn! Right turn!" The only 
other command, he explained, was "Jump!" Hearing that, the paddlers on the 
side away from some looming boulder or snag were to heave themselves toward 
the obstruction, in order to keep the raft from flipping. 

"I know it sounds crazy," said Harry, "but it works. And remember: from 
now on, if you hear fear in my voice, it's real." 

Fear was all I felt over the next few minutes, a bit for myself and a lot for 
Jesse, as we struck white water and the raft began to buck. Waves slammed 
against the bow, spray flew, stone whizzed by. A bridge swelled ahead of us, 
water boiling under the low arches, and Harry shouted "Duck!" then steered us 
between the lethal pilings and out the other side into more rapids, where he 
yelled, "Left turn! Dig hard! Harder!" 

He kept barking orders, and soon I was too busy paddling to feel anything 
except my own muscles pulling against the great writhing muscle of the river. I 
breathed in as much water as air. The raft spun and dipped and leapt with 
ungainly grace, sliding through narrow flumes, gliding over rocks, kissing cliffs 
and bouncing away, yielding to the grip of the current and springing free. 
Gradually I sank into my body. 

The land blurred past. Sandstone bluffs rose steeply along one shore, then the 
other, then both, hundreds of feet of rock pinching the sky high above into a 
ribbon of blue. Here and there a terrace opened, revealing a scatter of junipers 
and scrub cedars, yet before I could spy what else might be growing there it 
jerked away out of sight. I could tell only that this was dry country, harsh and 
spare, with dirt the color of scrap iron gouged by erosion. Every time I tried to 
fix on a detail, on bird or flower or stone, a shout from Harry yanked me back to 
the swing of the paddle. 

The point of our bucking ride, I realized, was not to see the canyon out to 
survive it. The river was our bronco, our bull, and the land through which it 
flowed was no more present to us than the rodeo's dusty arena to a whirling 
cowboy. Haste hid the country, dissolved the landscape, as surely as anger or 
despair ever did. 

"Forward paddle!" Harry shouted. "Give me all you've got! We're coming to 
the Widow-maker! Let's hope we come out alive!" 

The flooded Poudre, surging through its crooked canyon, was a string of 
emergencies, each one christened with an ominous name. In a lull between 
rapids, I glanced over at Jesse, and he was beaming. The helmet seemed to strain 
from the expansive pressure of his smile. I laughed aloud to see him. When he 
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was little, I could summon that look of unmixed delight into his face merely by 
coming home, opening my arms, and calling, "Where's my boy?" In his teenage 
years, the look had become rare, and it hardly ever had anything to do with me. 

"Jump!" Harry shouted. 
Before I could react, Jesse lunged at me and landed heavily, and the raft bulged 

over a boulder, nearly tipping, then righted itself and plunged on downstream. 
"Good job!" Harry crowed. "That was a close one." 
Jesse scrambled back to his post. "You okay?" he asked. 
"Sure," I answered. "How about you?" 
"Great," he said. "Fantastic." 
For the remaining two hours of our romp down the Poudre, I kept stealing 

glances at Jesse, who paddled as though his life truly depended on how hard he 
pulled. His face shone with joy, and my own joy was kindled from seeing it. 

* 

This is an old habit of mine, the watching and weighing of my son's 
experience. Since his birth, I have enveloped him in a cloud of thought. How's 
he doing? I wonder. Is he hungry? Hurting? Tired? Is he grumpy or glad? Like 
so many other exchanges between parent and child, this concern flows mainly 
one way; Jesse does not surround me with thought. On the contrary, with each 
passing year he pays less and less attention to me, except when he needs 
something, and then he bristles at being reminded of his dependence. That's 
natural, mostly, although teenage scorn for parents also gets a boost from 
popular culture. My own father had to die before I thought seriously about what 
he might have needed or wanted or suffered. If Jesse has children of his own one 
day, no doubt he will brood on them as I have brooded on him for these 
seventeen years. Meanwhile, his growing up require.s him to break free of my 
concern; I accept that, yet I cannot turn off my fathering mind. 

Before leaving for Colorado, I had imagined that he would be able to meet the 
Rockies with clear eyes, with the freshness of his green age. So long as he was in 
my company, however, he would see the land through the weather of my moods. 
And if despair had so darkened my vision that I was casting a shadow over Jesse's 
world~ven here among these magnificent mountains and tumultuous rivers
then I would have to change. I would have to learn to see differently. Since I could 
not forget the wounds to people and planet, could not unlearn the dismal 
numbers-of pollution and population and poverty-that foretold catastrophe, I 
would have to look harder for antidotes, for medicines, for sources of hope. 

Tired and throbbing from the river trip, we scarcely spoke during the long 
drive back to our campground in the national park. This time the silence felt 
easy, like a fullness rather than a void. 
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In that tranquility I recalled our morning's hike to Bridal Veil Falls, before the 
. jirst quarrel of the day. No matter how briskly I walked, Jesse kept pulling 
ahead. He seemed to be in a race, eyes focused far up the trail, as though testing 
himself against the rugged terrain. I had come to this high country for a holiday 
from rushing. A refugee from the tyranny of deadlines and destinations, I 
wished to linger, squatting over the least flower or fern, reading the braille of 
bark with my fingers, catching the notes of water and birds and wind. But Jesse 
was just as intent on covering ground. Although we covered the same ground, 
most of the time we experienced quite different landscapes, his charged with 
trials of endurance, mine with trials of perception. Then every once in a while 
the land brought us together-in the mist of the falls, on the back of the river
and it was as if, for a moment, the same music played in both of us. 

Without any quarrel to distract me, I watched the road faithfully as we 
swerved up through Big Thompson Canyon. We entered the park at dusk and a 
rosy light glinted on the frozen peaks of the Front Range. 

I was driving slowly, on the lookout for wildlife, when a coyote loped onto 
the road ahead of us, paused halfway across, then stared back in the direction 
from which it had come. As we rolled to a stop, a female elk came charging after, 
head lowered and teeth bared. The coyote bounded away, scooted up a bank on 
the far side of the road, paused, then peered back over its bony shoulder. Again 
the elk charged; again the coyote pranced away, halted, stared. Jesse and I 
watched this ballet of taunting and chasing, taunting and chasing, until the pair 
vanished over a ridge. 

"What was that all about?" he asked when we drove on. 
"She was protecting a calf, I expect." 
"You mean a coyote can eat an elk?" 
"The newborns they can." 
When I shut off the engine at the campground and we climbed out of the car, 

it was as though we had stepped back into the raft, for the sound of rushing 
water swept over us. The sound lured us downhill to the bank of a stream and 
we sat there soaking in the watery music until our bellies growled. We made 
supper while the full moon chased Jupiter and Mars up the arc of the sky. The 
flame on our stove flounced in a northerly breeze, promising cool weather for 
tomorrow's hike into Wild Basin. 

We left the flap of our tent open so we could lie on our backs and watch the 
stars, which burned fiercely in the mountain air. Our heads were so close 
together that I could hear Jesse's breath, even above the shoosh of the river, and I 
could tell he was nowhere near sleep. 

"I feel like I'm still on the water," he said after a spell, "and the raft's bobbing 
under me and the waves are crashing all around." 

"I feel it too." 
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"That's one of the things I wanted to be sure and do before things fall apart." 
I rolled onto my side and propped my head on an elbow and looked at his 

moonlit profile. "Things don't have to fall apart, buddy." 
"Maybe not." He blinked, and the spark in his eyes went out and relit. "I just 

get scared." 
"So do I. But the earth's a tough old bird. And we should be smart enough to 

figure out how to live here." 
"Let's hope." There was the scritch of a zipper and a thrashing of legs and 

Jesse sprawled on top of his new sleeping bag, which was too warm for this 50-
degree night. "I guess things could be scarier," he said. "Imagine being an elk, 
never knowing what's sneaking up on you." 

"Or a coyote," I said, "never knowing where you'll find your next meal." 
A great horned owl called. Another answered, setting up a duet across our 

valley. We listened until they quit. . 
"You know," said Jesse, "I've been thinking, maybe we don't need to sleep on 

snow. Maybe we can pitch camp in the morning at North St. Vrain, where there 
ought to be some bare ground, then we can snowshoe on up to Thunder Lake in 
the afternoon." . 

"You wouldn't be disappointed if we did that? Wouldn't feel we'd wimped out?" 
"Naw," he said. "That's cool." 
"Then that's the plan, man." 
The stars burned on. The moon climbed. Just when I thought he was asleep, 

Jesse murmured, "How's that knee?" 
"Holding up so far," I told him, surprised by the question, and only then did I 

notice the ache in my knee and foot. 
"Glad to hear it. I don't want to be lugging you out of the mountains." 
When he was still young enough to ride in a backpack, I had lugged him to 

the tops of mountains and through dripping woods and along the slate beds of 
creeks and past glittering windows on city streets, while he burbled and sang 
over my shoulder; but I knew better than to remind him of that now in his 
muscular youth. I lay quietly, following the twin currents of the river and my 
son's breath. Here were two reasons for rejoicing, two sources of hope. For 
Jesse's sake, and for mine, I would get up the next morning and hunt for more. 

~ ... 
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